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Executive Summary
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The services for adults, for which North Lanarkshire Health land Social Care
Partnership, (North H&SCP) has strategic and planning responsibilities, is currently
subject to a formal joint inspection by the Care Inspectorate and Halth Improvement
Scotland.

The Chief Executives of North Lanarkshire Council and NHS Lanarkthire were notified
on 24 May 2017 of the forthcoming inspection which was scheduled to begin on July
2017.

Written submissions were provided to the inspectors in advanc
commencing a series of interviews and discussions in North Lan
2017. At the time of producing this report the first phase of visits a
inspectors are returning on 14 August 2017 for further discussi
informal feedback will be given to lead officers with a written
December 2017.
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Recommendations

Committee members are asked to

(I) Note the contents of this report
(II) Receive a further report on the outcome of the in

1. Background

1.1 With the creation of Health and Social Care Partnerships in:
a need to change the national inspection arrangements
services previously provided separately by the Council's S(
and the NHS Lanarkshire services, which are now the re
Lanarkshire Health an Social Care Partnership, (North H&Si
year some areas had a joint inspection of their services for
Care Inspectorate and Health Improvement Scotland but
currently being developed by these two agencies to ins
different way. For North Lanarkshire and two other areas,
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over a range of quality measures are being pursued and in five other areas
themed inspections around adult protection services are

undbrway. In both
approaches, all adult services are being considered not just olde adults as was
previously done.

1.2 On 24 May 2017 the Chief Executives of North Lanarkshire Council and NHS
Lanarkshire were notified that an inspection would be carriedi out in North
Lanarkshire in July and August 2017.

2. Report

2.1 On 7 June 2017, a meeting between the two Lead Inspectors
leads from North H&SCP. This meeting set out proposed arran
Inspection and provided clarification on what information was
submitted to the Inspectors in advance of the arrival of six Inspe
2017. The information requested centred on self assessments b
on specific quality indicators and extensive documentary evid
these self assessment summaries. In addition the Inspec
examples of at least three pieces of best practice in joint woi
evidence had to be submitted by 5 July 2017.
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2.2 The Quality Indicators on which self assessment summary reports were
requested: −

• Quality Indicator 1 − Key performance outcomes 1.1
partnership performance in health and social care services

• Quality Indicator 6 − Policy development and plans to supj
in service 6.1. Operational and Strategic Planning Arrange
6.5 Commissioning Arrangements

• Quality Indicator 9 − Leadership and direction that prom
9.1 Vision, values and culture across the partnership

2.3

Improvements in

por1t improvement
ments

Dtes partnership

North H&SCP professional leads scored the Partnership as "G
three indicators.

Five examples of best practice were submitted to the Inspectors.

• Individual Budgets and Risk Enablement
• Working with the Third Sector
• Planning arrangements adopted by the Partnership
• Well Connected: Mental health and wellbeing social prescribi

programme
• Syrian refugees resettlement programme

2.4 During the five days of 24 − 28 July 2017 37 meetings took
Inspectors and a range of individuals and groups in North Lan
meetings included separate meetings for voting Members on
Joint Board, the two Chief Executives and a very wide range
social work and health, the Third Sector, Housing and carer i
The Inspectors will return on 14 − 15 August 2017 and plan to I
sessions.
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2.5 Following consideration of the information gathered, the Ins
provide informal feedback to the professional leads on I Septe
written report is not expected till December 2017.
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3. Implications

3.1

3.2

3.3

Financial Impact
There are no immediate financial implications of this Inspection.

HR/Policy/Legislative Impact
No direct impact at present.

Environmental Impact
N/A

3.4 Risk Impact
The outcome of the Inspection is most likely to be on North
with regard to the assessment it receives from Inspectors.

4. Measures of success

P's reputation

4.1 The assessment grades provided by the Inspectors will indicate their view on
how well the Partnership is delivering against the indicators being inspected.
Members should consider that the areas under inspection at: present only
represent a limited area of activity which is carried out by the staff, and partners
who work in North Lanarkshire.
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Bobby Miller
Head of Adult Social Work Services
Health and Social Care NL


